
Oil

In the oil market price levels were little changed yesterday. The Brent front month slipped by 0,14 USD/bbl to settle at 55,48 USD/bbl. WTI 
on the other hand settled at 49,91 USD/bll, up 0,02 USD/bbl from Friday. Support came from data round Saudi Arabia’s exports, which in 
July fell below June levels. However, gains were capped as the EIA said that U.S. shale output is set to increase for a 10th month in a row 
in October. Today traders will clsoely watch the path of Hurricane Maria, which hit the Caribbean islands as it might trigger new refinery or 
shipping disruptions.

Gas

Lower Norwegian flows put the British system under pressure yesterday. Decreased supplies led day-ahead prices jumping to a new 
7-month high. Prompt prices in the German and Dutch market followed the move ticking up. Longer term contracts were initially receiv-
ing support from this development, but turend around later coupling with softer coal and emissions trading. The NBP Win-17 contract 
dipped 0,096 p/th to a settlement at 49,146 p/th. Today might see some similar results as additional outages cut Norwegian flows, but 
further out on the curve support might be waning a bit.

Coal

Yesterday, European coal prices managed to edge a bit higher initially, as worries around strike-related disruptions to South African 
supplies still lingered. However, eventually the market tracked Asian-Pacific price levels and dipped lower. With Newcastle futures 
were posting losses, the API2 front year contract settled the day at 81,73 USD/t, down 0,67 USD/t from the previous day. It appears 
some more profit taking from last week’s highs was performed, of which we migh see further today, but we don’t expect prices to fall 
significantly further today.

Carbon

In the emissions market the Dec ‘17 benchmark contract slipped to a closing at 6,74 EUR/t, 0,24 EUR/t below Friday’s closing. Initially 
opening around Friday’s close, the contract received some support by coal and power markets during the first half of the session, partly 
trading above 7 EUR/t. But it seemed like the contract has lost further steam afterwards, while weaker coal contracts also dragged it 
down. Some support this week though might be provided by auction volumes dropping by 11% and Theresa May’s speech to EU leaders 
on Brexit this Friday.

Hydro
The weather forecasts for the next 15 days continue to be significantly drier and with higher temperatures compared to the seasonal 
norm. The hydro balance is at -3,4 TWh, which is 0,4 TWh lower than yesterday. Dry forecasts are set to maintain their support to near 
term contracts.

Germany

The German power market saw an opening in negative territory yesterday, but by receiving some impulse from initially stronger coal 
markets traded up above Friday’s closing levels. However, later into the session the market coupled with softening coal and emissions 
contracts and fell back to opening levels accordingly. The front year benchmark contract closed the day at 35,45 EUR/MWh, the front 
quarter at 39,55 EUR/MWh, both losing 0,40 EUR/MWh compared to Friday’s closing. The market starts a bit softer today, but might 
turn out rather neutral.

Equities
Equity markets in the U.S. and Europe largely increased yesterday but Asian markets could not keep up the good mood. Movements 
were little, but is seems that there is positive sentiment in the market. No news from safe haven flows, so risk appetite is helping equi-
ties. We expect slight increase in equity values.

Conclusion

Dry weather forecasts were yet again one of the main drivers for the front end of the Nordic power market. The Q4-17 contract rose 
0,10 EUR/MWh, before closing at 33,45 EUR/MWh. Despite eventually falling coal and CO2 prices Nordic power prices further out on 
the curve closed more or less unchanged compared to Friday’s closing levels. The Nordic YR-18 contract settled at 29,18 EUR/MWh, 
up 0,03 EUR/MWh. Today’s session starts with dipping prices supported by German power opening weaker as well. But the market has 
been quite volatile the last period so this can change easily throughout the day. The dry weather forecasts and the decrease of the total 
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17-sep 33,43 36,56 36,35 36,35 36,35 30,86 31,31 October 33,73 38,73 35,00 36,50 37,00 31,75 32,25 October 38,53 33,42 68,63

18-sep 41,95 44,23 42,62 43,51 42,62 31,61 33,82 Q4-17 33,63 37,00 35,83 36,08 38,10 33,01 33,45 Q4-17 38,03 35,20 68,45
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